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Spectral Properties of the 
Neutron Transport Equation 
In this paper we treat (some aspects of) the asymptotic behaviour of 
solutions to the neutron transport equation 
Hcrc, .YE D and <E C: where /) = d c R” is the set in which neutron 
transport takes place, and V = t’c KY’ is the set of velocities. The medium 
D is to be thought surrounded by a total absorber (or by a vacuum if D is 
convex). The precise statement of the problem as well as suitable 
assumptions on the collision frequency h and the scattering kernel k will be 
formulated in Section I. 
We consider the strongly continuous semigroup ( W(f); t 2 O), on 
L,(D x V) associated with the initial value problem for (O.I), and the 
strongly continuous semigroup ( w,(t); t >, 0), associated with (0. I ) for 
k =O, the latter corresponding to dropping the scattering. It is the main 
purpose of this paper to show that, under suitable assumptions, the part of 
the spectrum of w(t) outside the spectral disc of W,(f) can consist only of 
eigenvalues of finite algebraic multiplicity. Assuming the existence of such 
eigenvalues this implies that the semigroup (w(r)) can be decomposed into 
two parts, the first containing the time development of finitely many eigen- 
modes, the second being of faster decay. This will be explained in more 
detail in the second part of the introduction. 
We mention that in the case that such eigenvalues exist there is an eigen- 
value on the real axis which is strictly dominant, i.e., it is larger in absolute 
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value than any other eigenvalue. For this property it is also used that 
( W(f)) is a semigroup of positive operators (cf. [7, Corollary 2.2, 
p. 78]-the result in this reference is only stated for a special case-the first 
result concerning the strict dominance of a leading eigenvalue is contained 
in [2, Proposition 1, p. 10581; we refer further to [ 13, Chap. 12, Sect. 31). 
The main ideas of our proof can be summarized as follows. It is sufficient 
to show that some remainder in the Dyson- Phillips expansion of (W(t)) 
with respect to (W,(r)) satisfies a certain compactness condition. This 
generalization of the Jorgens Vidav perturbation theorem for semigroups 
[ 18, 11, 173 will be stated in the second part of this introduction. In our 
case it will be the second order remainder which is weakly compact if !, = 1, 
compact if 1 < p < X. The idea is that this remainder contains sufficiently 
many integrations to make it an integral operator. 
The investigation of the spectral properties of the transport operator 
started with the papers [ 16, I I J. Meanwhile, the literature on this subject 
is considerable. We rcfcr to [ 151 for an extensive collection of references up 
to the year 1974, and to [ 131 for mom recent references. It should be men- 
tioned, however. that most of the authors investigate the spectral properties 
of the generator 7: We prefer to study the semigroup directly since this 
gives more information. The semigroup approach is chosen, for example, in 
[II, 17, 2, 71, and partly in [13]. 
In Section I WC lix notation and derive fundamental facts concerning the 
semigroup ( W,,(r)) of free streaming, the absorption semigroup (w,(r)), 
and the full semigroup ( W(r)). In Lemma 1.1 we give an explicit expression 
for the type of the absorption semigroup in terms of h. We also derive a 
formula for the second order remainder in the perturbation series for 
(W(t)) with respect to (W,(r)). 
In Section 2 we treat the cast p = 1. This case is of particular intcrcst 
since the function /‘(I, . . .). for fixed time t. reprcscnts a neutron density in 
Dx V. 
In Section 3 we treat the case I < p < Y_. 
In this second part of the introduction we recall some facts concerning 
the perturbation theory of strongly continuous semigroups. Let E be a 
complex Banach space, and let A E .1( E) ( = bounded linear operators 
E + E). A point /I E n(A) is an eigcwulue yffinife algehruir multiplicity if i. 
is an isolated point of (T(A) and a pole of the resolvent of A, with finite 
rank residue. The c~ssenfiul spctrul rtrdius of A is dehned by 
r,.(A) : = sup{ li.1; i. E a( A)? i. not an eigenvalue of finite 
algebraic multiplicity ). 
Let (U( f ); f > 0) be a strongly continuous scmigroup on E. Then 
r( fj( 1)) = L>“‘~) (I>OL 
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where r(.) denotes the spectral radius and o0 is the type of (U(r)), 
coo= lim 1.‘In IlU(f)ll=‘$,f ‘In IlU(t 
, . ., 
(cf. [ 10, (10.2.2) p. 306; 4, Theorem 1.22, p. 151). Further there exists 
(I), E [ - zz, wo] such that 
r,,( U( I ) ) = e’“‘~ (f>O) 
[ 18, Lemma 2.1, p. 1573. For each Q > o, there exist a finite dimensional 
projection P,,, in E, commuting with U( 1) (I > 0), and a constant C,, 2 0 
such that 
II Lqf)(l- P,:,)ll Q C,,,e”z’ (f > 0). 
If 0, < 0 < wg, then P,,, #O, and the asymptotic behaviour of CJ(.) for 
t --t 3c is determined by the part of the semigroup (U(t)) in the finite 
dimensional space R( P,,,) (cf. [ 17, Sect. III, p. 272; 18, proof of Lemma 2.1, 
p. 1571). 
Let T be the generator of (U(r)) and let KE d(E). Then T-t K is the 
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup (V(f); f  2 0) (cf. [ 14, IX, 
Theorem 2.1, p. 4591). We note the finite iteration of the Duhamel formula 
(linitc Dyson Phillips series), 
C’(f) = c L’,(f) + R,,,(f 1. (0.2 1 
, (1 
where UJr)= U(r), C!,(f)=J;, U(K) KU, , (I - .s) ds, and the nrrh order 
remuinder R,,,(t) can be expressed by 
R,,,(f)= i’ Ci(.s,) K... cI(s,,,) KV(/-s, - ... -.v,,,)cis, . ..d.s.,, 
‘.\;‘O..\, + + ),,I. 1 
(0.3) 
(cf. [ 18, p. 1581). In Sections 2 and 3 WC shall use the following result. 
0.1. THEOREM ([ 18, Theorem 2.2, p. 1581). With the nofutions ,ju.st 
introduced, let there e.uisf m E N und (I seyuenw ( tk ) in [0, r; ). 1, + ccc, such 
Ihut R,,,( fk ) is .strictlJ power compucf jkw all k E N. Then r,.( V( 1)) < r( C:( / )) 
holds for ull t > 0. 
Here. an operator A E .ti(E) is sfriclly power compuc~t if there exists n E % 
such that (AB)” is compact for all BE ,?4(E). 
The application of Theorem 0.1 should be thought in the following way. 
The “unperturbed” semigroup (U( 1)) is known explicitly and r( U( I)) can be 
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determined exactly, or at least estimated above. The ‘perturbed” semigroup 
( V( 1)) is not known explicitly. If one can show that 1” the condition of 
TheoremO.l is satisfied, 2” a(V(f))n{i~~;IE.I>r(Il(t))J#0 for some 
I > 0, then the previous considerations show that we have information 
about the asymptotic behaviour of ( V( 1)). In this paper we shall concen- 
trate exclusively on the first point. 
I. NOTATION AUD F:IJNI)AMENTAI. FA(-TS 
Let D = D c R”, C’= PC R”. Let 1 6 p < XC be fixed throughout this sec- 
tion. We want to define the strongly continuous semigroup ( W,(r); I 2 0) of 
operators in L,( D x V) associated with free streaming and no incoming par- 
ticles. As a preparation we define t : D x V--t (0. x ). 
I (.v.<):= inf(.s>O:.v-.s<$D) 
( = ,Y. if .Y - .F< E D for all .Y > 0). For ./‘E I>,,( D x V). t 3 0 we define 
W,(f) j-(-u, :) : = 1 
.f(.r - r<, <I if f (x, {)>f, 
o 
if f (x, <) < f (1.1) 
where 
x,(x. () : = 
i 0 1 
if f (.Y, 5) > 1, 
if t (.u, 2) < 1. 
Here and in the sequel we use the convention that all functions defined on 
D x V arc extended by zero to R” x W”. 
It is not diflicult to verify that (W”(f)) thus defined is a strongly con- 
tinuous semigroup of contractions on L,(D x V) (cf. [ 19, Theorem 1.6, 
p. 181). Let r, denote the generator of (W,(I)). It is easy to see that 
D( T,) I C’f.“( D x V) holds, with 
C’j.“( D x V) : = i cp E C’, (D x C’); cp continuously differentiable 
with respect to the variables in D) 
(the subscript “c” refers to compact support ), and that 
7;,cp(.u, <) = -5. grad, cp(.u. <) ((x. (;:)EDX V) (1.2) 
holds for all cp E C’j.“( D x V). Defining 
D,, : = lin u W,,(r)(c’j~“(D x V)) 
, c> 0 
4OY.‘IWl IO 
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( = linear span of { . ..}) we have D, c D( T,), D,, dense in LP( D x V), and 
WJr) D, c D, (r 2 0). From “Nelson’s lemma” (cf. [4, Theorem 1.9, p. 81) 
we conclude that D, is a core for To, i.e., To 1 D, = T,,. Also, it follows from 
(1.1 ) that (1.2) holds for all cp E D,,. 
We shall not need the precise description of D( T,) in this paper. We refer 
to [ 19, Theorem 2.11, p. 361 for a proof that D( T,) consists of all 
(equivalence classes of) functions which are locally absolutely continuous 
on all orbits II+ (.r + 15, 0 such that the directional derivative belongs to 
L,,(D x V), and which vanish at the “incoming” boundary points of CD x V. 
Let 
h: Dx I’+ [0, :x) 
be measurable and essentially bounded. Then a bounded operator A in 
L,(D x V) is defined by 
A1‘ := -111‘ (SE L,(D x U), (1.3) 
and we have IIAI( = llhll , It follows that 
T,, : = T,, + A (1.4) 
is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup (W,(l); t > 0), the 
ahsorption semigroup. (We use this terminology although it is misleading, 
because h also includes the losses resulting from scattering collisions.) For 
all ./E L,,( D x V), t 3 0 we have 
*o 
I 
exp - 
( J 
h(x + s<, 5) ds 
> 
f(x - t[, 5) if t (x, 2) > I, 
~‘,(~).I-(~, 0 = 
I 
0 if t (~,r)<l 
= rn,(.Y, ()f‘(.u - 15, 5), (1.5) 
with the abbreviation 
rn,(x, <I = X,(X, <) exp -r, h(s + .s<, <) ds > 
For later use we note 0 6 m,(s, 5) < 1. The easiest way to show (1.5) is to 
show first that the right-hand side of (1.5) defines a strongly continuous 
semigroup and then that the gcncrator of this semigroup is an extension of 
T,, (cf. also [13, Eq. (12.29), p. 2721). 
We note that ( 1.5) implies W,,(t) > 0 for all r > 0, i.e., W,,(r) j‘>/ 0 for all 
f‘eL,(Dx V,f>O. 
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1.1. LEMMA. Under the previous conditions there e.rists 
..O 
i* : = lim ess inf r 
I . x i\.e,enx I’.( lt.<l>r 
’ 1 h(x+sS’, r)ds 
- I 
=sLlp{...i E [O, %I. 
I > 0 
The quantity co, = -i. . * ip the tape of the semigroup (W,(t)); thus we have , 
r( W,,(I)) = c “’ 
,for NN t > 0. 
Proof: Apart from translation, W,(t) acts as multiplication by 
exp( -I” , h(.u + s{, <) ds) on ((.Y, <)E II x C’; t (.u, <) > r}. Therefore 
II W‘,(f)11 = ess sup exp 
lr.;lcnxb.r ix.:,,r 
(- [” h(s + .s<, <) d.sj 
- I I 
=exp - 
( 
es inf 
I\.:ltI)xI’.r (\.f,>! 
j” I~(.~ + .q. 5 J h 
0 , 
Now, since c:)‘, = lim, . ., 1 ’ In II W,(t)11 = inf,,, t ’ In II W,,(t)11 E 
[ - ix, x) is the type of ( W,(r)), we obtain the existence of i* = -8,. and 
r(WJt))=exp(o,t)=e-“” (t>O). 1 
1.2. Remarks. (a) If D is bounded, and V c { < E [w”; ICI > E ) for some 
c > 0, then i* = z follows, and therefore r( W,,(t)) = 0 for all t > 0 (in fact, 
W,,(t)=0 for large I). 
(b) We have always L* 3 i.: : = ess inf h. If D is bounded then i.* 3 
i.: := lim .~essinf,,.;,,..,.,~,~, 
that j.: < >.T < i* may hold. 
h(.\-. <). Easy examples show, however, 
(c) Our definition of i.* differs from the usual definitions given in the 
literature (cf. [3, p. 462; 15, (2.2), p. 1988; 13, Sect. 12.2, p. 2691). Our 
expression for i* .. IS an explicit calculation of --to), in terms of h. The 
possibility of obtaining this does not seem to have been noticed previously. 
Additional assumptions imply that the value of i* in the mentioned 
references coincides with the value of our i.*. 
(d) Under additional assumptions it is known that 
a(Tu)= {j.EC;Rci< -j.*} (1.6) 
holds (cf. [ 1, Sect. 4; 3, Sect. 3; 15, Theorem 2, p. 1990; 13. Corollary 12.11, 
p. 2721). Under our general assumptions we do not even know whether 
- i.* is equal to 
.s( T,,) : = sup ( Re i; i. E a( T,) ) . 
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the spectral bound of T,. From IV,(t) > 0 for all t 2 0 it follows that s( r,) E 
a( r,) (cf. [9, Theorem 3.3, p. 2491). It is also known that -i.* =s( T,,) 
holds for p= I [S, Satz (3.3), p. 2911 and for p = 2 [8]. 
We conjecture that in the present case -i* = .s( r,) is true in general, 
and that (1.6) is true if II is bounded. (If D = R” then IV,,(.) can be exten- 
ded to a strongly continuous group, and therefore p( T,,) contains a left half 
plane. ) 
The last object introduced in this section is the fill semigroup (including 
absorption and production). Let 
k: Dx Vx I’+ [O, ZL) 
be measurable, and let 
ifp> 1 (l/p’+ l/p= I), or 
c, := esssup ([ k(x, 5, t’)d+ r; 
I\.;‘leDx I ‘b 
if p = 1. This condition implies that the operator K defined by 
((.v, 5) E D x k’, f‘~ L,(D x V)) is a bounded operator on L,,( D x V), 
(I KII < c,,. Therefore 
T : = T,, + K = T,, -I- A -I- K (1.8) 
is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup ( I+‘( I); t 2 0). 
In our context it is the second order remainder (cf. (0.3)) 
R,(f)= j W,(s, ) KW,(.s,) KW(r - s, -x2) d.v, ds, (1.9) 
,,.‘~3O..S, +r:s, 
which will be of particular importance. For later use we now derive the 
explicit form of the operator W,(s,) KW,(s2) K (.s, 2 0, .s? > 0) occurring in 
R,( 1). For f‘~ L,(D x V) we have 
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Wch,) KW,(s,) KSk 5) 
=4,(x, 0 j k(.r- s,<. <, (“) mc2(x - s, s’, <“) 
V 
. i k(.u-.s,~-s,~~~, t/t, t’)f(.u-.s,~-s25”, tf)dt’dt”. 
-‘V 
Introducing the new variable s’ =x -s, 5 - s2<” and recalling the conven- 
tion that all functions are extended to R” x R”, R” x R” x R” resp. by zero 
we get 
ws,) KW,,~) my, t) = j,, R(.u, c;. s,, .SI, x', (').l‘(x', (') d,Y' d(', x ' I 
(1.10) 
where 
, * 
. nz,, 
-( 
” .r--v -s,s k $,.Y-..r -.s,<, 5, s -3, <, 
- >( 
, r 
s _) .S? 1 
(1.11) 
2. WEAK COMPACTNESS OF THE SECOND ORDER 
REMAINDER FOR THE CASEP= I 
Throughout this section WC assume p = 1. Let the conditions on h and k 
be as assumed in Section 1, i.e., h: D x V + [0, x ) is measurable and essen- 
tially bounded, and k: D x V x V + [O, ,x) is measurable, with C, < x?. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let k .s~tis/j. the conditions 
(i) there exists K E L, ( V) such rhar k(.u, 5, 5’) Q K( 5) for all 
(X ,<,C’)EDX vx v; 
(ii) jv k(s, <, <‘) dt + O,fiw 1.~1 -+ Y;: (.u E II), uniformly’ .jbr 5’ E V. 
Then the second order remuinder R,(r), giuen in (l.9), is weakly compucr 
,for all I > 0. As u consequence, Rz( 1) is strictly poww compuct Jbr all t > 0, 
und r,,( W(t)) < r( W,(l)) (t > 0). 
2.2. Remarks. (a) If D is bounded then condition (ii) is always 
satisfied. 
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(b) In [7, Theorem 2.1, p. 781 a result similar to our Theorem 2.1 is 
proved, but under more restrictive assumptions: D bounded and convex, V 
bounded, k bounded. In this case (i) is satisfied with K = 1 on V, and (ii) is 
satisfied by remark (a) above. 
(c) Our condition (i) is a generalization of [ 15, condition (d) in 
Sect. II, p. 19891: n = 3, k(s, <, 5’) < M/IQ2. Note, however, that in [IS] 
two more scattering terms arc taken into account. On the other hand, in 
[ 153 the spectrum of T is discussed directly whereas we use the semigroup 
approach. 
(d) In the predecessor of Theorem 0.1, i.e., in [ 17, Theorem II, 
p. 2691, the assumptions are such that some remainder R,,,.(f) is compact 
for all I > 0. These assumptions are I^];“. ,( U(s,) K) is compact for each 
m-tuple (s ,,..., .s,,,)E (0, x)“‘, and the function (s ,,..., .s,,,)H~‘,!‘= ,( (!(.Y,) K) is 
continuous in operator norm. 
Neither of these assumptions has been verified for any class of scattering 
kernels, in the literature. for the case p = 1. 
We observe that it is possible to formulate conditions for 11 and k imply- 
ing the conditions of Vidav just formulated. These are conditions of 
suitable piecewise continuity of It and k, similar to the conditions posed in 
[ 15, conditions (i), (j) on p. 19891; the proofs are rather lengthy and 
unpresentable. (In [ 13. p. 2861 it is simply assumed that t+-+ KW,,(r) K is 
continuous in operator norm, without indicating explicit conditions for h 
and k.) It was one of the motivations of this work to eliminate such con- 
ditions of piecewise continuity in the case p = 1. since it was known from 
[ 111 that continuity conditions are not required in the case p = 2. 
The main ideas of our approach to the problem arc really the following 
observations: (I ) A perturbation theorem, i.e., Theorem 0. I, can be shown 
by just posing conditions on the remainder R,,,(t), and not on the integrand 
in R,,,(r). (2) It is possible to prove these conditions for m = 2 under 
reasonable conditions, by’interpreting the variables s,, .s2 in R,(t) as part of 
the integration variables of a suitable measure space. 
Proof of‘ Theorem 2.1. Assume that we have proved the first assertion. 
Then, for all B~:?.d(L,(llx V)), the operator R,(r) B is weakly compact, 
and therefore (R,(t) B)’ is compact (cf. [6, V1.8, Corollary 13, p. 5101). 
This shows that Rz(f) is strictly power compact. The last assertion follows 
from Theorem 0.1. 
Let t>O. For E>O we define S,:= ((.r,,s,)~R~; .s,ZO, .sZ>c. 
.Sl +x2<<}, 
R,,,(r) := [ W,(s,) KW<,(s,) KW(I -.s, -x2) ds, cts,. 
- s, 
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Since Rz,,:(t) + R,(t) (c + 0) in operator norm it is sufficient to show that 
R,,,(r) is weakly compact for each E > 0 (cf. [6, V1.4, Corollary 4, p. 4831). 
We decompose 
R,.,(f) = PIP,. 
where Q,: L,(D x I’) -+ L,(S, x D x I’) is defined by 
Q,,/‘(.s,. .s:, .\-, <) = I+‘(/ - .s, - .s2).f(x. <), 
and Q*:f.,(S, xl)x V)+L,(nx V) is defined by 
Qz x(-y. C) = j,, ,) , F(.Y, ;, s, ( .s*, s’, <‘) g(.s,, S?, s’. 5’) ds, ds, lb-’ d<‘, 
x x 
with F from (1.1 I). 
Several remarks have to be made concerning this decomposition. For 
f‘~ f.,( D x V) it follows that Q, f defined above belongs to 
C(S,,;L,(Dx I’)), and therefore to I,,(S,; L,(Dx V))=L,(S,x Dx V) (cf. 
[6, III.1 1, Theorem 17, p. 1981 for the last equality). It will be shown in the 
sequel that Qz above is in fact defined and weakly compact. From (1.10) it 
is then clear that R,,,,(l) = QzQ, holds. 
It is now sufficient to show that Qz is weakly compact. Let us note first 
that we have the inequalities (recall (1.1 I), O<m,(,r, c)< I, and use (i) of 
Theorem 2. I ) 
0 < ,q.Y, 5, s,, 52. x’. 5’) < K(i) s; “k x’, 
.Y - .Y’ - .s, < 
. r’ 5.2 > 
(2.1) , - 
6 h.(5) .s2 “K 
s - .Y - .s , < 
$2 
By the Dunford-Pettis theorem (cf. [6. VI.8, Theorem IO, p. 5073) it is suf- 
licient to show that the set 
A4 : = {F(.. ‘. s , , .s2, x’, (‘,; (s,, s?, x’, (‘) E S,. x D x I’) 
is contained in a weakly compact subset of L,( D x V). From (2.1) we 
obtain 
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and the last quantity goes to zero for JX’I + X, uniformly for r’ E V, 
(s, , s2) E S,, by assumption (ii). This shows that it is sufficient to show that 
M, : = {R(., ., s,, s2, x’, {‘); (S,) s2, x’, (‘) E s, x D x v, (x’( < R} 
is contained in a weakly compact subset of L, (D x V), for all R 2 0. 
Now, the function 
S, x {x’ E R”; lx’1 < R} 3 (s,, s2, x’) 
HS;“K(f) K 
f-X’-.S,f 
> 
EL,(DX V) 
32 
(the symbols 2, s” indicate the variables of the right-hand side L,-function) 
is continuous. (We note that it is at this point that the restriction s2 3 E > 0 
is used. The statement is obvious if K E C,.( V). Since general K E L,( V) can 
be approximated by C,( V)-functions the statement follows from a simple 
estimate.) This implies that 
is compact in L,(D x V). From [6, IV.& Theorem 9, p. 2921 together with 
the Eberlein --Smulian theorem (cf. [6, V.6, Theorem 1, p. 4303) we con- 
clude that the weak closure of 
M’;, := { ge L,(D x V); there exists/E Mi such that Ix! <./) 
is weakly compact. Since (2.1 ) implies M, c M’; we have the desired con- 
clusion. 1 
3. Cow~crr\;~ss 01: THE SECOND ORDER 
REMAINDER FOR THE CASE 1 < p < .X 
Throughout this section we assume 1 < p < x. Let the conditions on h 
and k be as assumed in Section 1, i.e., h: D x V 4 [0, x: ) is measurable and 
essentially bounded, and k: D x Vx V + [0, x ) is measurable, with c, < Z. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let k sati.$y the conditions 
(i) there e.uist.s K E L,,( V) such fhar k(.\-, <, <‘) < ti(<) jiw ~111 
(x, (, 5’)~ Dx Vx V; 
(ii) with l/p’ + 1;~ = I we huw j ,, x ,.(j,, k(.r, <, <‘,” cl<)“‘+ ds ds” < x. 
Then R,(I), gicen in (1.9). is compact ,for a11 I > 0. As a consequence, \L’P 
hatie r,.( W(t)) < r( W,(t)) for all f > 0. 
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3.2. Remarks. (a) Whereas conditions (i) of Theorems 3.1 and 2.1 are 
completely analogous, there is a slight difference in conditions (ii). Note 
also that conditions (i), (ii) of Theorem 3.1 do not imply the conditions for 
boundedness of the operator K (i.e., cP < y:), whereas condition (i) of 
Theorem 2.1 implies c, < a. 
(b) If both D and V are bounded then condition (ii) of Theorem 3.1 
is implied by (i). 
(c) In [ 11, Sect. 31 a result similar to our Theorem 3.1 is proved for 
the case p = 2, but under more restrictive assumptions: D bounded, V 
bounded (and bounded away from zero), k bounded. In this case, (i) is 
satisfied with K= 1 on V, and (ii) is satisfied by remark (b) above. 
(d) Vidav [ 17, Theorem III, p. 2771 indicates a (slightly inexplicit) 
condition implying that the conditions mentioned in Remark 2.2(d) are 
satisfied for p= 2. He assumes at this point that the medium is 
homogeneous, i.e., h and k do not depend on X. An easy calculation shows 
that, for a homogeneous medium, the conditions of Theorem 3.1 corres- 
pond to a special case of Vidav’s condition. Consequently, for this case, our 
Theorem 3.1 is a special case of [ 17, Theorem 111, p. 2771. Vidav’s con- 
dition amounts to requiring directly that the operators KW,,(r) K arc 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators for all t > 0. 
In [2, Sect. 2, Remark l*, p. 10591, Vidav’s result is quoted as if proved 
for not necessarily homogeneous medium. We think that for this case our 
result is new. 
Proof‘ of Theorem 3.1. By Theorem 0. I. it is sufficient to prove the first 
assertion. 
Let I > 0. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, it is sufficient to show that 
R?.,(f) = ( W,,(s, 1 KW,,(.s,) KW(t -.s, -sz) ds, d.ss,, 
- s, 
with S,:= ((.s,,s,)~[W’; s,>O, .s,~E, .s, +s,<I}, is compact for all r:>O. 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we decompose R,,,.(t) = Q2Q,, with 
Q,:L,(Dx V)+L,(S,.xDx V), and 
defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
&:L,(S,.xDx V)+L,(Dx V) 
The remarks made in the proof of Theorem 2.1 concerning this decom-’ 
position apply mutatis mutandis. 
It is now sufficient to show that Qz is compact. This will follow from [6, 
VI.9, Exercise 51, p. 5 171 if we show 
i 0 
P’ ‘I’
L(x, 5, s,, .s2, x’, s”,” d-y ds’ > ds, ds, dx’ dt’ < x “.s,xnx I’ ‘I) x 1’ 
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(cf. also [12, IV.11.3, Satz 11.6, p. 1703; Qz is then a Hille-Tamarkin 
operator). Using (2.1) we estimate 
r.:r 
@x, ~,s,,.s,,x’, t’)“dxdr d.7, ds, d.u’ d<’ 
P’.‘P 
k(x’, <“, <‘Y d<” 
> 
dx’ dt’ < zc. 1 
Nore a&led in prw/. Concerning Remark 1.2(d) we note: 
(1) It follows from Corollary 2(b) of 
J. VOKT, Interpolation for (positive) C‘,,-semigroups on L,,-spaces. Murh. Z.. to appear, 
that s( r,,) = -i.* holds for all PE [I. z). 
(2) The conjecture that (1.6) is true if D is bounded is contirmcd in Theorem 1.1 of 
J. VOIGT. Positivity in time dependent linear transport theory, Acru Applicundue Math. 2 
(1984). 311-331. 
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